QUESTION CARD 14

ON A FARM
Farm Animals

a cat, a chicken, a cow, a dog, a duck, a goat, a hen,
a horse, a pig, a sheep, a kitten, a puppy, a rabbit,
a lamb, a chick

Farm Things and Places

a barn (= stodola), a pond (= rybník), a tractor, a forest
(= les), trees, a flower bed (= květinový záhon), flowers,
a sheep pen (= ohrada na ovce), a pigsty (= prasečí
chlívek), a field

Look at the Picture

Is / Are there a / any __________?
Is there a horse? Is there a goat? Are there any
chickens? Are there any ducks? Are there any pigs?
Yes, there is / are. No, there isn’t / aren’t.
There is a pig / horse / goat / dog / cat / tractor / barn.
There are some sheep / some rabbits / flowers / trees /
three chickens / two ducks.
There aren’t any kittens / puppies / lambs.
How many rabbits / cows / trees / flowers are there?
There is only one / are two, three... / aren’t any.
What are they doing?
The cat is sleeping. The dog is looking at the cat.
The pig is lying on the ground. The goat is eating the
flowers. The horse is running. The ducks are swimming.
The chickens are eating. The rabbits are jumping.
The cows are walking.
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Where is it / are they?
The rabbits are under the trees. The horse is in a field. The barn
is in the middle of the picture. The forest is in the top left corner.
The sheep pen is in the bottom right corner. The pond is in
the bottom left corner. The tractor is in the top right corner.
The pigsty is between the tractor and the sheep pen. The goat is
next to the flower bed. The cat is on the tractor. The cows are in
front of the barn.

With a Partner

Who am I? Game
Work in pairs. Student A chooses an animal from the picture.
Student B asks yes/no questions about where it is and what it is
doing to guess which animal it is. If they are correct, Student B
gets one point. Then Student B chooses an animal, and Student A
guesses.
Example:
Student A: OK. I know.
Student B: Is the animal eating?
Student A: No, it isn’t.
Student B: Is it in the bottom right of the picture?
Student A: No, it isn’t.
Student B: Is it in the barn?
Student A: No, it isn’t.
Student B: Is it jumping?
Student A: Yes, it is.
Student B: Is it a rabbit?
Student A: Yes, it is.

